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Abstract
Starting from the Abelian Higgs eld theory, we construct the theory of
quantum Abrikosov{Nielsen{Olesen strings. It is shown that in four space {
time dimensions in the limit of innitely thin strings, the conformal anomaly
is absent, and the quantum theory exists. We also study an analogue of the
Aharonov{Bohm eect: the corresponding topological interaction is propor-
tional to the linking number of the string world sheet and the particle world
trajectory. The creation operators of the strings are explicitly constructed in
the path integral and in the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory. We show




One of the principal problems of the quantum eld theory is the search of the vacuum
	 function. This problem is especially important for the nonperturbative description
of the gluodynamics and chromodynamics. The standard way to obtain the nonper-
turbative eects is to use some vacuum consisting of instanton like classical solutions.
In the present publication we consider the vacuum consisting of Abrikosov{Nielsen{
Olesen (ANO) strings. We start from the quantum Abelian Higgs theory, in which
ANO strings are classical solutions. This theory can be considered as an eective
theory of the superconductor near the critical point (Ginsburg-Landau theory), and
we do not pay attention to the zero-charge problem. We work in the Euclidian space
and, taking into account the measure, extract from the functional integral the part
corresponding to the topological defects which are ANO strings. We can perform
all calculations for the case when the world sheets have the topology of the sphere.
Actually, we perform in the continuum limit the same transformations that have
been used in the lattice compact QED [1] and in the lattice Abelian Higgs model
[2]. It was shown that the partition function for the compact elds on the lattice








is the partition function for
the noncompact elds, and Z
top
is the partition function for the topological defects
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(monopoles in compact QED and strings in the Abelian Higgs model.).
In rst papers on the quantum ANO strings [6], [7], where the London limit
(innitely massive Higgs boson) was considered, it was shown that in the strong
coupling limit (thin and long strings) the strings can be described by the Nambu-
Goto action. The exact action for the ANO strings in the London limit is obtained
in [8]. It was shown that in the string action there are terms depending on the
powers of tensor of extrinsic curvature with exponents > 2. These terms ensure the
stability of the classical string. The tree level corrections to the ANO string action
were studied in [9]. The duality transformation for the Abelian Higgs model was
discussed in [10].
It is impossible to get the quantum theory of the ANO strings from the actions
discussed in [6]{[10]. If we consider the limit of innitely thin strings, the theory
becomes conformal, and it is well known that there are diculties with the quantiza-
tion of this theory in 4D: there either exists the conformal anomaly [11] (in the case
1
The transformation of this type have been considered for the rst time for the two-dimensional
lattice XY model. It was shown [3, 4] that the partition function of the XY -model is equivalent
to the partition function of the Coulomb gas. For the three- and the four-dimensional XY model
it is also possible [5] to get the partition function for the topological defects, which are vortex lines
and \global strings".
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of Hamiltonian or path integral quantization) or Lorentz invariance is absent (in the
case of the light cone quantization). So we start from the quantum Abelian Higgs
eld theory, and it seems that we get the string theory which cannot be quantized.
As shown below, the solution of this paradox lies in the accurate change of the eld
variables to the string variables.
An example of an eective theory of innitely thin quantum 4D ANO strings
was suggested by Polchinski and Strominger [12]. It occurs that if one adds to the
Nambu-Goto action an additional term, then this theory can be quantized in the
Hamiltonian formalism. For the Nambu-Goto action we have, on the classical level,











On the quantum level, taking into account the reparametrization ghosts, we have




























where D is the dimension of the space-time and L
gh
n
are Virassoro generators which
arise due to the ghost elds. If we add the term suggested in [12] with an arbitrary






























Therefore, by adjusting , we can cancel the conformal anomaly for D = 4 [12].
In Section 2 we show that such additional term in the action naturally arises for
the ANO strings, if we take into account the Jacobian of the transformation from
the eld variables to the string variables. A preliminary, not although completely
correct, calculation of the this Jacobian is published in [13]. The usual terms are also
present. The rst two terms in the expansion of the action of the ANO strings [8, 9],
in powers of the average inverse string curvature, are the standard term proportional
2







the mean curvature of the strings.
3
to the area of the string world sheet, and the rigidity term [14, 15] with negative
sign.
In the refs. [20, 21, 22, 23] the topological long{range interaction of the strings
and charged particles was found. This interaction was discussed in [2] for the string
representation of the 4D lattice Abelian Higgs model. In Section 3 we repeat the
calculations of [2] in the continuum limit and show explicitly the existence of the
Aharonov{Bohm eect in the eld theory. The reason for this long{range interaction
is that the charges M = e; 2e; : : : (N   1)e cannot be completely screened by the
condensate of the eld of chargeNe; ifM=N is integer, then the screening is complete
and there are no long{range forces.
In Section 4 we construct the operator which creates the string in a given time
slice on the contour C. This operator is the continuum analogue of the lattice
operator considered in [5, 2].
In Section 5 we consider the theory in the Hamiltonian formalism and show that
the string creation operator has nontrivial commutation relations
3
with the Wilson
loop operator; this is a direct consequence of the Aharonov{Bohm eect. We give
several other examples of nontrivial commutation relations.
2 From the Abelian Higgs model to the Quantum
Strings












































DRe  DIm::: =
Z
[jjDjj]D::: : (6)
The functional integral over  should be carefully dened, since  is not dened on
the manifolds where
Im = Re = 0; (7)
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and we should integrate over all functions that are regular everywhere except for the
closed two-dimensional manifolds given by (7). These two-dimensional singularities
are nothing but the ANO string world sheets, since the Higgs eld is zero at the
center of the ANO string. Thus, there are actually two independent variables: the













and now we can show that the integral over the singular part 
s
can be reduced
to the integral over the string world sheets. We have no monopoles in the theory;
therefore, due to the conservation of the magnetic ux, the ANO strings are closed,
and the singularities, dened by 
s
, form closed two-dimensional surfaces. These











































where ~x = ~x() are the coordinates of the two-dimensional singularities
parametrized by 
a








(x; ~x) is the function of x and the func-



























are the tensors of the induced metric and the extrinsic cur-
vature on  (we have no intrinsic metric in the theory), t
2

= 2. For simplicity, we
consider the London limit (!1 and the radial part of the eld  is xed)
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Now, let us transform the partition function of the eld theory (9) to the parti-
tion function of the string theory. In order to change the integration variables, we


























For an arbitrary  all the transformations remain the same, but in the nal expression for the








] is the Jacobian which corresponds to the change of the eld variables
to the string variables, and in
R
D~x we assume summation over the topologies of the



































































































is the mass of the gauge boson.
The action which enters the partition function (12) was already discussed in [8, 9],
the new object in (12) is the Jacobian J(~x). It easy to see that J(~x) dened by (10)
and the resulting partition function (12) are invariant under the reparametrization
of the coordinate  on the world sheet. As shown in the Appendix, J(~x) can be
evaluated if the string world sheet  has the spherical topology. The calculations












and the result is:

































the string tension  is dened in the Appendix, 
1
is the regularization parameter,
and

R is the average curvature of the strings.





expansion was studied in refs. [8, 9], but we include in the expansion the terms
which come from lnJ(~x). In the leading order, the action is local and, if the surface









































  , the string tension 
0
comes from the expansion of the action
























term in the r.h.s comes from the expansion of the action, the second one is due to
the Jacobian.
The rst term in (15) is the usual Nambu{Goto action; the second term, as we
said, is important for the quantization, and the third one is the rigidity term (see
[14, 15]).
If we consider the strings without rigidity,  = 0, we get the theory studied in
[12]. It occurs that the coecient of the second term in (15) corresponds to  = 22
in the Virassoro algebra (3); therefore, the conformal anomaly is absent and the
theory can be quantized in D = 4. It should be emphasized that this term appears
from the Jacobian J(~x).
It is obvious from the derivation of J(~x) that it has universal nature, i.e. it
is independent on the model under consideration. The Jacobian J(~x) arises when
we pass from the integration over the eld variables to the integration over the
string variables. Therefore, we expect that any eld theory which has the string-like
solutions is equivalent to the string theory which can be quantized in D = 4. As
mentioned in ref. [8], the action which enters the partition function (12) leads to the
stable ANO strings, but the dominant vacuum conguration is branched polymers
formed by the string world sheets. It would be interesting to study the dominant
vacuum conguration of the strings, taking into account the Jacobian J(~x).
3 The Aharonov{Bohm Eect in the Abelian
Higgs Model.
Now we consider the Abelian Higgs model with the Higgs bosons carrying the charge































There exists a nontrivial long{range topological interaction of Nielsen{Olesen strings
with particles of charge Me, if
M
N
is noninteger. This is the four{dimensional ana-
logue [20, 21, 22] of the Aharonov{Bohm eect studied for the lattice Abelian Higgs
model in [2]. Now we derive the long range interaction, using the string representa-










































and the function ~z

(t) parametrizes the contour.
Substituting (17) into the path integral (16) and changing the eld variables to





















































































































is the linking number of the string world sheet  and the trajectory of the charged
particle C, this formula represents a four{dimensional analogue of the Gauss linking
number for loops in three dimensions. The rst three terms in the exponent in (19)
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are short range interactions and selnteractions of strings and the tested particle.
The forth term is the long{range interaction which describes the four{dimensional
analogue [20, 21, 21] of the Aharonov{Bohm eect: strings correspond to solenoids
which scatter charged particles. IL is an integer, and if M=N is an integer too,
then there is no long{range interaction; this situation corresponds to such a relation
between the magnetic ux in the solenoid and the charge of the particle when the
scattering of the charged particle is absent.
Another consequence of the Aharonov{Bohm eect can be obtained, if we con-
sider the operator F
N
(S) [23] which creates the string with the magnetic ux
2
Ne
moving along a xed closed surface S. F
N
(S) is the analogue of the Wilson loop






















There exists an operator which can be calculated exactly, [22]; this operator is the





















(S) > is a constant which depends on the regularization scheme. Substi-
tuting this operator into the functional integral (16) and integrating over the elds
A and , we obtain the following result:
< A
NM






The meaning of this result is very simple. If the surface S lies in a given time slice,
then < A
NM







(see [23, 22]), where Q
S
is the total charge
inside the volume bounded by the surface S; if IL(S; C) = n, then there is the
charge Mne in the volume bounded by S.
4 The String Creation Operator.
In Section 2 we have derived the partition function of the Abelian Higgs model as a
sum over the closed world sheets of the ANO strings. Now we construct the operator
which creates the string on a closed loop at a given time; after a while the string
shrinks. The expectation value of this operator is the sum over all surfaces spanned
9
on a given loop. A similar operator for the lattice theory was suggested in [5, 2].
The construction is quite the same as that of the soliton creation operator suggested
by Frohlich and Marchetti [25]. First we consider the model [10] which is dual to
the original Abelian Higgs model. It contains the gauge eld B

dual to the gauge
eld A





. As in eq. (11), we change the
integration in 
s
to the integration in ~x. The details of the duality transformation
























































is the eld strength of the hypergauge eld
h
































The ANO string carries magnetic ux, and in order to construct the creation op-












where the current j
C

(x) denes the loop C (18). This operator is gauge invariant but
it is not hypergauge invariant, and its expectation value is zero. To construct the
hypergauge invariant operator [5, 2], we follow an idea of Dirac [24], who suggested

























(x), and the gauge variation of the matter eld (x) !

M
(x) expfiMe(x)g is compensated by the gauge variation of cloud of photons
A

. Now we use a similar construction, namely, we surround W
D
(C) by the cloud





































In this and in the next sections, Latin indices vary from 1 to 3 and Greek ones vary from 0 to
3.
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[x ~x()] (cf. eq.(8)). Since




(x) and the loop C should belong to that time slice
6
.
Substituting the operator (26) into the dual partition function (24) and perform-
ing the inverse duality transformation, we get the expectation value of the string









































where the tensor G

C
is equal to G
ij
C







= 0 for any . If we change the eld variables in (27) to the string



































The summation over all closed surfaces 

, plus the open surface G

with the
boundary C, is equivalent to the summation over all closed surfaces and over all
surfaces spanned on the loop C. Therefore, the operator U(C) creates a string on
the loop C. Using the string creation operators, it is easy to construct the operators
which correspond to the processes of decay and scattering of the strings.
5 Aharonov{Bohm Eect In The Hamiltonian
Formalism.
In this section we consider the ANO strings in the framework of the canonical














(x) is non{unique, moreover we choose a two
dimensional surface as the support of G
ik
, the solution which has three{dimensional support can





















. It is easy to nd that all

















string creation operators (21) and (26), we construct several operators, which satisfy
the commutator relations of the type: A B B Ae
i
= 0. Similar operators are well
known for 3D Abelian models, see for example refs.[26]. The physical phenomenon
leading to the nontrivial commutation relations was discussed by 't Hooft for the
nonabelian theories [27].
First, let us consider the operator U
str



























(x) is the same function as in eq.(26). The operator (29) is a special case



















(x) is a classical eld. It is easy to see, that U [A
cl
]jA(x) >= jA(x) +
A
cl











(x), and the magnetic eld corresponds













The commutation relations for the operator (29) with the operators of the elec-























(C) creates a string which carries the magnetic ux
2
Ne
on the contour C:
[Q (x
0
; x) ; U
str



















Note that, the string creation operator (27) considered in the previous section

































and it is clear that, up to an inessential factor, it coincides with the denition (29).
























































































. The commutation relation (33) is the direct
consequence of the Aharonov{Bohm eect; the wave function of the particle of the
charge Me acquires the additional phase e
2iM
N









which creates the particle with charge M at the point x, and the operator F
N
(S)
which creates the string on the surface S. In Minkowsky space, the operator F
N
(S)































= 0 ; (35)
where  (S; x) =
2M
N
(S; x). The function (S; x) is the "linking number" of the
surface S and the point x:
 (S; x) =

1 if x lies inside volume bounded by S;
0 otherwise
: (36)
It is obvious that the commutation relation (35) is also a consequence of the
Aharonov{Bohm eect.









where the surface S lies at the same time slice as the point x. Using commutation























































). If the point x
1
lies in the volume
bounded by S
2
, the point x
2




= 1 and N = 2, then





















The commutation relations (38) and (39) can be explained as follows. The oper-
ator F
N
(S) creates the closed world sheet of the ANO string and the conguration
space of the (charged) particles becomes not simply connected. Similar reasons lead
to nontrivial statistics in 2 + 1 dimensions [28]. Note that all operators and com-
mutation relations considered in the present section can be constructed in the free






(S) are very unstable
in this case. In the Abelian Higgs theory, the ANO strings exist as a solution of the
classical equations of motion, and this fact justies the study of the commutation
relations which contain string creation operators.
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Appendix A
Below we show how to derive the expression (14) for J(~x). We start from the











(x; ~x)g ; (A.1)
where 

(x; ~x) and 

(x; ~y) are dened by (8).





























































where g and t





































































































, and we should assume some regu-











(0). The next transformations
can be accurately performed in discretized space, but we simply introduce the pa-























































). The term exp fS()g in (A.5) is
due to the innite product of 
reg
(0) over all the points on the surface . If we now
set
 = const  exp f S()g ; (A.6)
























The transformations (A.4) and (A.5) seem to be not very strict: we have to use

reg
(0) and the regularization parameter . A more accurate derivation of (A.7)
can be done if we notice that (A.1) and (A.2) is the theory of the Kolb{Ramond
eld k

(~y), which interacts with the Nambu{Goto string, the bare string tension
being equal to zero. It is important that (A.7) is the string theory in which, as we
show, the conformal anomaly naturally arises. This conformal anomaly cancels the
conformal anomaly of the original theory (9), (12).

































































































































































































have no kinetic terms in the action, and therefore they acquire
their classical values, (see [11], or chapter 9 of [16]). If surface  has spherical
topology we can x the conformal gauge globally on the surface. To this end, we



















change of the metric under a particular reparametrization f . In the last formula,
the Faddeev{Popov determinant 
FP
appears, which is the exponent of the Liouville
16
action in conformal gauge with the central charge  26 (see [16]). The next step is
the integration over ~y

. The rst two terms in the exponent (A.10) give the Liouville


















in the Jacobian. The integration over h and 

leads to the expression (14).
Note that all transformations can be performed in an arbitrary gauge, if instead
















is the exponent of the Liouville action in the considered gauge.
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